
Race Card 
A contrasting combination of 2 races of every Tuesday.  Starting with a short 3-week series with some of our 

favourite Sussex roads (and 1 Sunny event in Pienza). 

 

Simple points system for this inaugural series 

First place gets total amount of points which is equal to the total amount of registered riders in race. 
Eg. Race 1 has 40 registered riders, Winner gets 40 points, second place 39 and so on 

Eg. Race 2 has 30 registered riders. Winner get 30 points, second place 29 and so on 

Bonus Points for each race 
10 points for #1 

6 points for #2 

4 points for #3 

2 points for #4 

1 point for #5 

Your series standing is determined by adding your 5 best points scores together. So, you can have a technical problem or miss a race. 

Scratch races will be ranked by RGTdb.com.   

Results published on RGTdb.com and https://www.sussexrevolution.co.uk/rgt  

Series Prizes – Chocolate bars (the one with milk chocolate, marshmallow, and crisp, crunchy cereal       ) and glory !  

 

 Time Name Type Distance        Elevation Notes Entry Link/Code 

        

Week 1  
Tuesday 9th March 

18:30 
Race 1 
Preston Park 

Elimination 12k 84m 20 laps, 5 positioning, then 1 eliminated per lap 

eekWahDoWu 

19:00 
Race 2 
Albourne Scratch  18k 168m 2 Laps, ‘Spring in Europe’ terrain   

kDA4jIErc1 

        

Week 2 
Tuesday 23rd March 

18:30 
Race 1 
Beachy Head Hill Climb 

Time Trial 4.6k 162m 
10 sec gaps, drafting off, ‘Spring in Europe’ 
terrain   

aNMtpuulWk 

19:00 
Race 2 
Beachy Head Circuit Scratch  40k  2 Laps 

LiLkQJDivy 
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Week 3 
Tuesday 30th March 

18:30 
Race 1 ** 
Pienza ITT 

Time Trial 8.2k 235m RGT course. 10 sec gaps, drafting off 

7JBRB2cDsL 

19:00 
Race 2 
Laughton Scratch  21.8k 86m 2 Laps 

F2Nbmw1Cyf 

        

 = RGT ranked race 

** Week 3 Race 1 is a repeat due to RGT technical issues where not all riders could join the race when originally scheduled (16th March – see 

https://rgtdb.com/events/75429 ) These results will combined.  Anyone riding the originally scheduled event can have another go. 

Magic Road detail 

 
Preston Park 

 

 

Preston Park Velodrome in Brighton 
is the oldest cycle track in the UK.  
Only has one properly banked corner 
IRL just before start/finish.  Expect 
high speed laps of around 1 minute. 

 
https://ridewithgps.com/routes/35269180  

 

   
   

Albourne 

 

 

Sussex Revolution’s race training and 
team riding circuit.   Truslers Hill 
Lane provides the short punchy 
climbs and the finish is slightly up 
hill, so timing the sprint is important 

 
https://ridewithgps.com/routes/35269172  
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Laughton 

 

 

Laughton road race circuit often 
used by Surrey League racing in the 
UK, the infamous Lewes Crits series 
during the summer.  A flat and fast 
course with most attacks on the 
section up Shortgate lane.  The long 
back straight - ‘The Boyle’ is an 
exposed section where the wind 
forces riders to hide.   

 
https://ridewithgps.com/routes/35205257  

   
   

Beachy Head Hill Climb 

 

 

ITT hill climb often used in the Tour 
of Sussex.  Starting in Eastbourne 
seafront you see the climb 
approaching.  Average grade 3.1% 
but the steepest section is in the first 
2.5k.  Anything around 11-12 
minutes is fast.   Lars Petter 
Nordhaug holds the KOM at 7:57 

 
https://ridewithgps.com/routes/35178340  

   
   

Beachy Head Circuit 

 

 

The famous Beachy Head circuit, 
that usually starts with the hill climb 
before joining the circuit.  This tends 
to blow the races apart in the first 10 
minutes, so this is just the circuit.  
You have a fast descent into East 
Dean, across to the Birling Gap 
before you start climbing. 

 
https://ridewithgps.com/routes/35183814  

 

https://ridewithgps.com/routes/35205257
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